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ABB STOTZ-KONTAKT GMBH
HAUPTSTRASSE 14-16
78132 HORNBERG, GERMANY

Investigated to CAN/CSA C22.2. No. 14-10

Electronic data processing and similar equipment, open type

Industrial applications, open type
Model(s) CR-S005VDC1R, CR-S005VDC1RG, CR-S012VDC1R, CR-S012VDC1RG, CR-S024VDC1R, CR-S024VDC1RG, CR-S060VDC1R, CR-S060VDC1RG
CR-M followed by 005 thru 240, followed by DC4, AC4, DC4L, AC4L, DC4LD
CR-M followed by 006 thru 240, followed by DC4, AC4, DC4L, AC4L, DC4LD

Industrial control switches
Model(s) CR-M followed by 005 thru 240, followed by DC4, AC4, DC4L, AC4L, DC4LD

Solid state relays
Model(s) CR-P024MOS1, CR-P024TRI1, CR-S005VDC1MOS, CR-S005VDC1TRA, CR-S005VDC1TRI, CR-S024VDC1MOS, CR-S024VDC1TRA, CR-S024VDC1TRI, CR-S060VDC1MOS, CR-S060VDC1TRA, CR-S060VDC1TRI

Marking: Company name or trademark, model designation and the Recognized Component Mark for Canada, on the product or on the smallest unit container in which the product is packaged.
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